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Abstract
We provide a survey of the contributors of Des Evans dealing with operators T of the form T F(x) = v(x) ∫ xa u(t)f (t) dt acting
between Lehesgue spaces, and also report on new results concerning the Bernstein widths and Kolmogorov numbers of T.
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1. Introduction
Among Des Evans’s many outstanding contributions to Analysis, his work on operators of Hardy type plays a
prominent role. Such an operator T is of the form
Tf (x) = v(x)
∫ x
a
u(t)f (t) dt ,
where u and v are given functions on an interval (a, b) that satisfy certain integrability conditions, and T is viewed
as a map between Lebesgue spaces. In fact, if 1<p<∞, f is a non-negative measurable function on (0,∞) and
F(x) = ∫ x0 f (t) dt , then in a famous paper Hardy showed that if < 1/p′ = 1 − 1/p, then there is a constant C,
independent of f , such that∫ ∞
0
Fp(x)xp(−1) dxC
∫ ∞
0
f p(x)xp dx.
This can be interpreted as meaning that the map H : Lp(0,∞) → Lp(0,∞) given by (Hh)(x)= x−1
∫ x
0 t
−1h(t) dt
is bounded and has norm at mostC1/p. Thanks to Landau we know that ‖H‖=(1/p′−)−1. Upper and lower estimates
of the norm of T , considered as a map from Lp(a.b) to Lq(a, b), are now available, as are necessary and sufﬁcient
conditions for T to be compact, and in view of this, attention in recent years has turned to properties of T that are more
delicate than compactness, such as the behaviour of its entropy and approximation numbers. We describe some of the
results concerning these numbers in which Des has played a major part, in the context of operators on intervals and on
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trees, and also mention some quite recent developments involving the Bernstein widths of T as well as its Kolmogorov
widths and approximation numbers.
2. Preliminaries
Let X andY be Banach spaces and let T : X → Y be bounded and linear. Given any m ∈ N, the mth approximation
number am(T ) of T is deﬁned by
am(T ) = inf ‖T − F‖,
where the inﬁmum is taken over all bounded linear maps F : X → Y with rank less than m. The mth entropy number
em(T ) of T is given by
em(T ) = inf
⎧⎨
⎩> 0 : T (UX) ⊂
2m−1⋃
j=1
(dj + UY ) for some d1, . . . , d2m−1 ∈ Y
⎫⎬
⎭ ,
where UX and UY are the closed unit balls in X andY, respectively. For details of the basic properties of these numbers
we refer to [5,7,15]. Note that both sequences are monotonic decreasing and so have non-negative limits (T ) and
(T ), respectively; moreover, when Y = Lp for some p ∈ (1,∞), (T )= (T ) and this common value is called the
measure of non-compactness of T since T is compact if, and only if, (T ) = 0.
We shall also need the Bernstein widths of T , here assumed to have inﬁnite-dimensional range. The mth such width
is
bm(T ) := sup
Ym+1
inf
Tf∈Ym+1\{0}
‖Tf ‖Y
‖f ‖X ,
where the supremum is taken over all (m + 1)-dimensional subspaces Ym+1 of T (X). Finally, the mth Kolmogorov
width dm(T ) of T is
dm(T ) := inf
Ym
sup
UX
inf
g∈Ym
‖Tf − g‖Y ,
where the outer inﬁmum is taken over all m-dimensional subspaces Ym of Y .
Let  be a bounded domain in Rn, let 1p<∞ and let W 1p() be the Sobolev space consisting of those functions
u ∈ Lp() all of whose ﬁrst-order distributional derivatives Dju are also in Lp(). This becomes a Banach space
when given the norm
‖u | W 1p()‖ :=
⎛
⎝∫

⎧⎨
⎩|u|p +
n∑
j=1
|Dju|p
⎫⎬
⎭ dx
⎞
⎠
1/p
.
Here we shall be concerned with the special case in which the underlying space domain is one-dimensional, that is,
when n = 1, and we shall suppose, unless stated otherwise, that a, b ∈ R with a <b, and shall write I = (a, b). By
0
W 1P (I ) we shall mean the completion of C
∞
0 (I ), the space of all smooth functions with compact support in I , with
respect to the norm∥∥∥∥∥f |
0
W 1P (I )
∥∥∥∥∥ := ‖f ′‖p,I , (2.1)
where ‖ · ‖p,I denotes the usual Lp(I) norm, sometimes written as ‖ · ‖p if no ambiguity is possible. Evidently
0
W 1P (I )
is a closed subspace of W 1p(I ) and the norm deﬁned by (2.1) is equivalent to ‖· | W 1p(I )‖ on this subspace. Moreover,
the elements of
0
W 1P (I ) are absolutely continuous on [a, b] and vanish at the endpoints a and b.
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An important role in what follows will be played by the Hardy operator Hc (acb) deﬁned by
(Hcf )(x) =
∫ x
c
f (t) dt, x ∈ I . (2.2)
Note that if 1q <∞, then by Hölder’s inequality,∫ b
a
∣∣∣∣
∫ x
c
f (t) dt
∣∣∣∣
q
dx‖f ‖qp,I
∫ b
a
|x − c|q/p′ dx
(b − a)q/p′+1‖f ‖qp,I ,
where 1/p′ = 1 − 1/p. It follows that, viewed as a map from Lp(I) to Lq(I), Hc is bounded and has norm bounded
from above by (b − a)1−1/p+1/q . The same holds when q = ∞. Also observe that
‖Ha | Lp(I) → Lp(I)‖ = ‖Hb | Lp(I) → Lp(I)‖
= (b − a)1/p′+1/q‖H0 | Lp(0, 1) → Lp(0, 1)‖
= (b − a)1/p′+1/qp,q say. (2.3)
The constant p,q is known explicitly: it was determined by Erhardt Schmidt in 1940 in a paper [28] that seems to have
escaped the attention that it deserves; the case p = q had been treated even earlier by Levin [22] in 1938. Unaware of
this earlier work, much later and independently, p := p,p was calculated in [12] and p,q in [1,6]. It turns out that
p,q = r1/r−1(p′)1/pq1/q
′
/B(1/p′, 1/q), (2.4)
where
1
r
= 1 + 1
q
− 1
p
,
1
s′
= 1 − 1
s
and B is the beta function given in terms of the gamma function  by
B(s, t) = (s)(t)/(s + t).
In particular,
p = p,p = −1p1/p
′
(p′)1/p sin(/p). (2.5)
When p ∈ (1,∞), the extremal functions f (ones for which ‖H0f | Lp((0, 1))‖ = p‖f | Lp((0, 1))‖, f 	= 0) have
been determined (see, for example, [1]). To explain what they are, consider the function Fp : [0, 1] → R deﬁned by
Fp(x) =
∫ x
0
dt
(1 − tp)1/p .
Evidently Fp is strictly increasing and F2(x) = sin−1 x; by analogy we denote the inverse of Fp by sinp, so that
sin−1p (x) =
∫ x
0
dt
(1 − tp)1/p .
Initially sinp is deﬁned on the interval [0, p/2], where
p
2
=
∫ 1
0
dt
(1 − tp)1/p ,
on this interval it is strictly increasing while sinp(0) = 0 and sinp(p/2) = 1. We extend it to [0, p] by deﬁning
sinp x = sinp(p − x) for x ∈ [p/2, p], to [−p, p] by oddness, and ﬁnally to all of R by 2p-periodicity. Now
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deﬁne cosp x := (d/ dx)sinp x: this is an even, 2p-periodic function which is odd about p/2. When x ∈ [0, p/2]
we have, with y = sinp x,
cosp x = (1 − yp)1/p = (1 − (sinp x)p)1/p,
from which it is apparent that cosp is strictly decreasing on [0, p/2], cosp0 = 1, cosp(p/2) = 0 and
|cosp x|p + |sinp x|p = 1.
This last equality holds for all x ∈ R because of the symmetry and periodicity of the functions. Of course, when p = 2
these functions are simply the standard trigonometeric functions. Further details of the properties of sinp and cosp
(deﬁned slightly differently) can be found in [24].
As for the constant p, the change of variable t = s1/p shows that
p = 2
p
∫ 1
0
(1 − s)−1/ps1/p−1 ds = 2
p
B(1 − 1/p, 1/p) = 2
p sin(/p)
. (2.6)
It turns out that the extremals, when 1<p<∞, are precisely the constant multiples of
f (x) = cosp(px/2).
When p = 1 or ∞, p = 1. There are no extremals when p = 1; all non-zero constants are extremals when p = ∞.
3. Results
Let E0 = E0(I ) :
0
W 1P (I ) → Lp(I) be the natural embedding. It emerges that if 1<p<∞, then
‖E0‖ = 12p(b − a). (3.1)
Moreover, a process of appropriate decomposition of the interval I into non-overlapping subintervals leads to the precise
values of the approximation numbers of E0.
Theorem 3.1. If 1<p<∞, then for all m ∈ N,
am(E0) =
p(b − a)
2m
. (3.2)
This result was established by Evans et al. [18] and independently in [12]. The same formula also holds for the
approximation numbers am(EC), whereEC : W 1p,C(I ) → Lp,C(I ) is the natural embedding andW 1p,C(I )=W 1p(I )/C,
Lp,C(I ) = Lp(I)/C, the quotient spaces being endowed with the norms
‖f | W 1p,C(I )‖ := ‖f ′ | Lp(I)‖ and ‖f | Lp,C(I )‖ := inf
c∈C ‖f − c | Lp(I)‖.
When  is a bounded domain in Rn and p = 2, it is well known that the approximation numbers of the embedding
E0() :
0
W 12 () → L2() are given by
ak(E0) = 	−1/2k (k ∈ N),
where 	k is the kth eigenvalue of the Dirichlet Laplacian on . Since the asymptotic behaviour of the 	k is known, it
follows that limk→∞k1/nak(E0) exists. Moreover, since when n=1 the Dirichlet eigenvalues are known precisely, this
relationship between approximation numbers and eigenvalues gives exact formulae for the approximation numbers,
just as in Theorem 3.1. It turns out (see [12]) that when n = 1 and 1<p<∞ there is a similar relationship between
the approximation numbers of E0(I ):
0
W 1P (I ) → Lp(I) and certain eigenvalues, namely that
ak(E0) = 
−1/pk (k ∈ N), (3.3)
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where 
k is the kth eigenvalue of the one-dimensional p-Laplacian Dirichlet problem, namely
(|u′|p−2u′)′ + 
|u|p−2u = 0 on I = (a, b),
u(a) = u(b) = 0. (3.4)
In fact, this problem arises when we seek to minimise the Rayleigh quotient
R(u) = ‖u′‖p,I /‖u‖p,I
over
0
W 1P (I )\{0} : the minimum 
1 is given by the smallest eigenvalue of (3.4). It has been shown by Ôtani [26] that
the eigenvalues of (3.4) are given by

k = (p − 1)
{
kp
b − a
}p
(k ∈ N)
and from this (3.3) follows immediately.
After these diversions with embedding maps we turn to the original question, that of obtaining information about the
compactness properties of the map T of Hardy type. We begin by viewing it as a map from Lp(a, b) to Lq(a, b), where
−∞<a<b∞ and p, q ∈ [1,∞], and suppose throughout that u ∈ Lp′(a,X) and v ∈ Lq(X, b) for all X ∈ (a, b).
An important part in the analysis is played by the quantity A(J )= A(J, u, v) deﬁned, for any interval J ⊂ (a, b) and
any c ∈ (a, b), by
A(J ) =
{
sup
f∈Lp(J )\{0}
inf
∈C
‖Tc,J f−v‖q,J
‖f ‖p,J if 
(J )> 0,
0 if 
(J ) = 0,
(3.5)
where
Tc,J f (x) := v(x)J (x)
∫ x
c
f (t)u(t)J (t) dt
and

(J ) :=
{∫
J
|v(t)|q dt, 1q <∞,
sup
J
|v(t)|, q = ∞.
We allow J = (a, x), xb, if and only if v ∈ Lq(a, b). Note that A(a, b)<∞ if, and only if, Tc : Lp(a, b) →
Lq(a, b) is bounded; and that we may assume without any loss of generality that both u and v are non-negative. From
the deﬁnition it appears that A(J ) may depend on the particular choice of c, but a simple argument shows that this is
not so and justiﬁes our omission of c from the symbolA(J ). When u and v are constant over the interval J with length
|J | it turns out that A(J, u, v) can be calculated:
A(J, u, v) = 12uv|J |p,q . (3.6)
Moreover, A(J, u, v) is Lipschitz-continuous in its dependence on u and on v if u ∈ Lp′(J ) and v ∈ Lq(J ).
At this point it is convenient to suppose that 1<pq <∞ as the analysis of the remaining cases is somewhat
different. We assume that v ∈ Lq(a, b), and for any interval J ⊂ (a, b) and any > 0 deﬁne
N(J, ) = N(J, , u, v) = min
{
n : J =
n⋃
i=1
Ji,A(Ji)
}
,
where the Ji are non-overlapping subintervals of J . If the closure of J is contained in (a, b), the continuity properties
of A ensure that N(J, )<∞. If J = (a, b), then N(J, )<∞ if
lim
x→aA((a, x)) = limx→bA((x, b)) = 0,
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and these last conditions hold if, and only if, T is compact. Write TJ for Ta,J and assume that TJ is compact: it can be
shown that given any > 0,
aN+1(TJ ) and aM(TJ )M1/q−1/p, (3.7)
where N =N(I, )<∞ (this is automatically the case if u ∈ Lp′(J ) and v ∈ Lq(J )) and MN − 1. The cases p= 1
or q = ∞ are decidedly more tricky to handle (note that when p = 1 and q = ∞ the map T is not compact), but what
eventually emerges is the following result:
Theorem 3.2. Let 1pq∞, > 0 and N = N(J, )<∞. Then
aN+1(TJ )q and a[N/2]−1(TJ ), (3.8)
where 2 = 1 and q = 2 if q 	= 2.
When 1q <p∞, the map T : Lp(a, b) → Lq(a, b) is compact if, and only if, it is bounded. The position is
that if T is compact, then N = N((a, b), )<∞ for all > 0 and
aN+2(T )(N + 1)1/q−1/p and aN−1(T )q, (3.9)
where 2 = 1 and q = 1/2 if q 	= 2.
Estimates similar to (3.7) were ﬁrst obtained in [9]; the cases p = 1 or q = ∞ require separate treatment, and this
was provided in [16,17].
From this point on the progress ismost strikingwhenp=q ∈ (1,∞), for then asymptotic results for the approximation
numbers, even with remainder estimates, may be obtained. These involve a little more notation. Put
U(x) =
∫ x
a
|u(t)|p′ dt, x ∈ (a, b),
and deﬁne k ∈ [0,∞) by U(k)= 2kp′/p. Here k may be any integer if u /∈Lp′(a, b) and otherwise 2k/p‖u‖p′ ; any
possible k will be said to be admissible and for such a k we set
k =
{∫ k+1
k
Up/p
′
(t)|v(t)|p dt
}1/p
.
For non-admissible values of k we put k = 0. Typical of the results that can be obtained is the following.
Theorem 3.3. Let 1<p<∞, assume that u ∈ Lp′(a,X) for all X ∈ (a, b) and v ∈ Lp(a, b), and suppose that
{k} ∈ l1(Z). Then T : Lp(a, b) → Lp(a, b) is compact and
lim
n→∞ nan(T ) =
p
2
∫ b
a
|u(t)v(t)| dt .
For the special case of this when p = 2 we refer to [10]; see also [25]. For an arbitrary p ∈ (1,∞) it was ﬁrst
established in [17] as a particular case of a result in which the interval is replaced by a tree. Note that the hypothesis
that {k} ∈ l1(Z) is redundant if u ∈ Lp′(a, b). This shows that an(T ) = C/n + o(n−1). Greater precision than this
is obtainable under more stringent conditions on u and v. In fact, in [19] (following earlier work in [11] for the case
p = 2) the following remainder estimate is obtained.
Theorem 3.4. Let 1<p<∞, let u ∈ Lp′(a, b), v ∈ Lp(a, b) and assume that u′ ∈ Lp′/(p′+1)(a, b) ∩ C(a, b),
v′ ∈ Lp/(p+1)(a, b) ∩ C(a, b). Then
lim sup
n→∞
n1/2
∣∣∣∣nan(T ) − p2
∫ b
a
|u(t)v(t)| dt
∣∣∣∣  32p
∫
|uv| dt + c(p)R,
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where
R = (‖u′‖p′/(p′+1),(a,b) + ‖v′‖p/(p+1),(a,b))(‖u‖p′,(a,b) + ‖v‖p,(a,b)).
When p 	= q, the best results available at the present time are of the form (under appropriate conditions on u and v)
c1‖uv‖r lim inf
n→∞ n
	an(T ) lim sup
n→∞
n	an(T )c2‖uv‖r , (3.10)
where 1/r =1−1/p+1/q > 0, 	=min{1, 1/r} and p> 1, with either 1qp∞, 1<pq2 or 2pq∞.
For these we refer to [23], where the proof techniques are considerably different from those outlined above. (See also
[21] for corresponding results under weaker conditions on u and v.) This paper also establishes analogous, but simpler,
results for the entropy numbers en(T ):
c1‖uv‖r lim inf
n→∞ nen(T ) lim supn→∞
nen(T )c2‖uv‖r , (3.11)
valid for all p, q ∈ [1,∞] with 1/r = 1 − 1/p + 1/q > 0, under certain conditions on u and v. These have some
probabilistic signiﬁcance. No genuine asymptotic results (that is, involving an actual limit) seem to be known for the
approximation numbers of T when p 	= q; perhaps less surprisingly, no genuine asymptotic results in this sense are
known at all, even when p = q, for the entropy numbers of T .
For a comprehensive account of Hardy-type operators on intervals and on trees, their boundedness and compactness
properties together with estimates of their entropy and approximation numbers, we refer to [8]. There one also ﬁnds
the material on trees applied to handle embeddings of Sobolev spaces on the so-called ‘generalised ridged’ domains in
Rn which were introduced by Des Evans and Desmond Harris.
So much for the entropy and approximation numbers of T , but what about the Bernstein widths? These have attracted
a good deal of attention: for embeddings of Sobolev spaces see Pinkus [27], Bourgain and Gromov [2] and Lang [20];
for the map T : Lp(a, b) → Lp(a, b) when u = v = 1, see Buslaev and Tikhomirov [4]. For appropriate u and v
it can be proved that for T : Lp(a, b) → Lp(a, b) we have an(T ) = bn(T ) for all n ∈ N (see [20]). However, for
T : Lp(a, b) → Lq(a, b) with p<q, it turns out that an(T )> bn(T ) for all n ∈ N (see [27]). Very recently [13] the
asymptotic behaviour of the Bernstein widths of T has been settled, under natural conditions on u and v and when
pq, by the following.
Theorem 3.5. Let b<∞, suppose that 1pq∞ and let 1/r = 1/q + 1/p′; assume that u ∈ Lp′(a, b) and
v ∈ Lq(a, b). Then
lim
n→∞ nbn(T ) = C
(∫ b
a
|uv|r dt
)1/r
,
where
C = 12 (p′)1/qq1/p
′
(p′ + q)1/p−1/q/B(1/q, 1/p′).
To outline the strategy used to prove this, we begin with generalisations of the trigonometric functions suitable to
our situation. For  ∈ [0, q/2], set
arc sinpq() = q2
∫ 2/q
0
(1 − sq)−1/p ds
and put pq=2 arc sinpq(q/2)=B(1/q, 1/p′). By sinpq wemean the inverse of arc sinpq;more precisely, the extension
of this inverse as a 2pq -periodic function on R. Now let J = (a, b), let B be the closed unit ball in Lp(J ) and consider
the isoperimetric problem of determining
sup
g∈T (B)
‖g‖q .
This leads to the non-linear integral problem
g(x) = (Tf )(x), (f (x))(p) = 	(T ∗((g)(q)))(x), (3.12)
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where (z)(p) := |z|p−1 sgn(z) (z ∈ R), (g)(q) is the function with value (g(x))(q) at x and T ∗ is the map deﬁned by
(T ∗f )(x) = u(x) ∫ b
x
v(y)f (y) dy. When u and v are both identically equal to 1 on J , this integral problem can be
transformed into the p, q-Laplacian equation
−((w′)(p))′ = 	(w)(q), (3.13)
with the boundary condition
w(a) = 0.
It turns out that given any  ∈ R\{0}, the set of eigenvalues of (3.13) under the conditions
w(a) = 0, w′(a) =  (3.14)
is given by
	n() =
(
2(n − 1/2)pq
b − a
)q
· ||
p−q
p′qq−1
(n ∈ N), (3.15)
with corresponding eigenfunctions
wn,(t) = (b − a)
(n − 1/2)pq sinpq
(
(n − 1/2)pq
b − a t
)
(t ∈ J ). (3.16)
Moreover, when u and v are both identically equal to 1 on J ,
bn(T ) = (b − a)
(n − 1/2)pq
(
p′qq−1
||p−q
)1/q
,
where  is so chosen that∥∥∥∥ (b − a)(n − 1/2)pq
(
sinpq
(
(n − 1/2)pq
b − a ·
))′∥∥∥∥
p
= 1.
From now on we proceed somewhat as in the case of the approximation numbers discussed earlier, with the function
A replaced by
C0([c, d]) := sup
{‖Tf ‖q,[c,d]
‖f ‖p,[c,d] ; f ∈ Lp(c, d)\{0}, (Tf )(c) = (Tf )(d) = 0
}
and
C+([c, d]) := sup
{‖Tf ‖q,[c,d]
‖f ‖p,[c,d] ; f ∈ Lp(c, d)\{0}, (Tf )(c) = 0
}
.
This follows from [3], which in turn relies on the interesting ideas and results to be found in the paper [4] by Buslaev
and Tikhomirov.
Results similar to those of 3.5, but for the approximation numbers and Kolmogorov widths of T under the assumption
that 1<qp<∞, can be obtained by somewhat similar methods: see [14].
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